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Rotary Club of Innovation Hong Kong

moving towards another 100 meetings

 
Chartered in January 2017, the Rotary Club of

Innovation Hong Kong have had many happy

moments since then and we were proud to have

reached the mark of 100 meetings at our

regular meeting on 12 March 2021.

The past few years have given us time to learn

about Rotary, chances to bond with members

and other Rotarians, opportunities to serve the

community, and experiences that enable us to

grow and be inspired.  

As we continue to journey through the years for

our next 100 meetings, we hope that you will

continue to render your support to us and to

Rotary in the years to come. Stay healthy and

safe!

MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT

COMMUNITY SERVICE

FELLOWSHIP EVENT

DISTRICT EVENTS

IN THIS ISSUE

GUEST SPEAKERS AT
REGULAR MEETING

CLUB ASSEMBLY

UPCOMING EVENTS
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Dear members and readers,

In an unexpected year that still  lives under the shadow of COVID-19, time seems to move

faster than usual despite less physical activities and no outbound travel. Perhaps it was

because of the extra precautionary measures that we have to spend time to prepare

indoors and outdoors amid the circumstances, most probably due to the changes that one

needed to take when planning personal and work arrangement under the new norm. At the

club level, the year plan became a calendar of dates but the format of events or even the

activities had to change considerably according to the pandemic situation and government

regulations. Many firsts were achieved as a result, like our first online club anniversary

celebration, our first online Chinese New Year gathering, our first blood donation event,

our first rubbish cleaning activity, our first online happy hour gathering, etc. No meeting

was cancelled throughout the year as we adapted the meeting format to online, hybrid or

physical mode according to the situation at the time. Our members carried on to involve in

a variety of services and fellowship activities and continued our contributions to the

society. My deepest gratitude to my members for their perseverance and their creativity to

make things happened so that the club could operate and move forward in these strange

times. It was a challenging journey, but I am proud of my club and my members and forever

grateful for the amazing memories that we created together.

Rotary year 2020-2021 had certainly opened a lot of opportunities to learn new skills, to

explore new types of services, and to experience new adventures. I believe the doors will

continue to open, as long as we keep looking and stay positive. I look forward to the coming

year as I hand over the baton to President Gabriel, that he will lead us to many more happy

occasions, and most importantly, to serve to change lives!

Thank you all and take care!

M E S S A G E  F R O M

P R E S I D E N T

Yours in Rotary, 

Grace Yu

President 2020-21 

Rotary Club of Innovation Hong Kong 

Rotary International District 3450
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On 8 May 2021, the District Training Assembly organised by the Rotary

International District 3450 completed successfully. Due to social distancing

restrictions, 4 of our incoming board members joined the physical assembly while

others joined via Zoom. It was an informative assembly with breakout sessions

sharing the 5 main focuses for 2021-22 including Youth, The Rotary Foundation,

Membership, Public Image, and Service Projects (Health, Preserve Planet Earth &;

Peace). We look forward to be “People of Action” and to “Serve to Change Lives”!

D I S T R I C T  E V E N T S

District Training Assembly
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To support the Rotary People of Action Photo Competition, our club submitted 7

photos for round 3 and 5 photos for round 4. Here are all the action photos

submitted in this year!

D I S T R I C T  E V E N T S

Rotary People of Action Photo Competition
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The first joint District Conference of Rotary and Rotaract was held over the

weekend of 19-20 June 2021.  On Day 1, DG Eric Chak shared with us the key

achievements in this Rotary year and there were various breakout sessions on

interesting topics to highlight the key focus of this Rotary year. On Day 2, 

 Rotarians and Rotaractors had interactive discussions which helped to enhance

the understanding on the expectations of both parties and paved way for more

future collaborations. Looking forward to next year’s district conference for more

interesting activities in Macau, and to be able to meet many more Rotarians in

person!

D I S T R I C T  E V E N T S

The 61th District Conference for Rotary
District 3450
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The last joint presidents’ meeting held on 22 June 2021 concluded the hard work

by all presidents and clubs in Rotary year 2020-21 and appreciations were shown

to all through the district award ceremony.  Our club was fortunate enough to

receive the recognition of outstanding achievements with gold distinction. It was

a representation of the contributions by all members. Thank you to all your

support throughout the year!

D I S T R I C T  E V E N T S

Last Joint Presidents’ Meeting of Rotary
Year 2020-21
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January 11 2021 marked our club’s 4th anniversary. A planned celebration party

with members and friends was replaced with a zoom regular meeting instead in

accordance to the social distancing rules. Nevertheless, a mini celebration was

carried out with a review of our 2020 activities video, greetings from our

“innovation kids” and from our sister club, Rotary Club of Thavaravadi. Thank you

PDG Eugene, DGE Keith and DS Alexander for attending our zoom meeting, and of

course the support from our members which brought warmth to the bleak

midwinter. It was especially gratifying to hear that our members have many

memorable moments from our club. We will continue to be innovative as our club

moves forward to our 5th year. Happy anniversary to Rotary Club of Innovation

Hong Kong!!

4 T H  A N N I V E R S A R Y
C E L E B R A T I O N

 4th Anniversary Celebration of Rotary
Club of Innovation Hong Kong
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To follow our club’s tradition, an award ceremony was held at the last club

assembly of this Rotary year on 11 June 2021 to acknowledge the contributions of

our members. P Grace also shared the happy fun moments that our club had

experienced through various club activities this year. In an unusual year under the

shadow of the coronavirus, our club has faced various challenges and we would

not be able to sail through safely without the support from our members. The year

ahead is another exciting year – let’s all get ready to serve to change lives!

C L U B  A S S E M B L Y

Club Assembly cum RY2020-21 award
ceremony 



Due to COVID-19 restriction our club was not able to provide our usual support

to the annual Christmas party at the Duchess of Kent Children’s Hospital at

Sandy Bay in December 2020. Instead, we brought small tokens of joy to the in-

patients at the hospital by donating toys to them during Chinese New Year.  We

hope that they could still feel the warmth despite the visiting restrictions and we

look forward to continue our regular service to bring joy to the in-patients at the

hospital in 2021-22.

Chinese New Year donation to DKCH

C O M M U N I T Y  S E R V I C E
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This project, joint forces with 6 other Rotary Clubs (led by RC Hong Kong North

Point, together with RCs Tsim Sha Tsui, Kwun Tong, Peninsula Sunrise, Braemar Hill,

and RC Ratigen in Germany), aims to provide temporary shelter for people who are

out of jobs and forced to become homeless by the downturn in economic activities

under COVID-19. Cooperating with Society For Community Organization (SoCO),

this project provides up to 1-month accommodation, daily meals and hygiene

products to the beneficiaries. In addition, SoCO will help the beneficiaries to secure

social welfare or part-time jobs to help them being self-sustainable.

Our actions helped to bring peace to the beneficiaries by providing safe and hygienic

places for them to stay, generating economic development, reducing conflicts, so that

a peaceful environment could be built in the society. Media promotion through

different channels [MTR, KMB, newspapers (TV and Radio)] have been done to

increase public awareness of this social issue so that more support could be brought

to this group of people, especially during the pandemic.

A closing ceremony was held on 11 June 2021. For the past 9 months, through the

coordination by SoCO, this project has helped many people made homeless by the

pandemic and has increased the awareness on this issue via various media channels.

The sharing from some beneficiaries during the closing ceremony confirmed that our

efforts are worthwhile and there are a lot more people in need that requires our help.

Our club is honoured to be part of this project and we hope that through our

continual initiatives our club can bring relief and positive hope to others!

Temporary Shelter for Homeless
project

C O M M U N I T Y  S E R V I C E
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The 10 th Anniversary Rookie Stars Street Dance Contest award ceremony took

place on 21 February 2021. Under the great leadership of PDG Eric Chin and the

dedicated work of the organizing team, led by the Rotary Club of Hong Kong

North Point and with the great support of Rotary District 3450, the event had

been organized successfully, overcoming various challenges caused by the

pandemic. The Stage of Love & Legacy Funding provided financial aid to dance

teachers during the difficult time of the pandemic showed that Rotary cares and

will take actions to help those needed. Our club is proud to involve in such a

meaningful event!

10th Rookie Star Street Dance Contest
and Stage of Love & Legacy Funding

C O M M U N I T Y  S E R V I C E
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Our club was so happy to be able to participate in the Rotary Hong Kong

Ultramarathon Virtual Run on 21 March 2021 to support the Hong Kong Blind

Sports Federation. A team of 8 members consists of Rotarians and guests

tackled the route of Southern District Coastal Trail, passing through the

Repulse Bay Beach Recycle Bin set up by Rotary Club of City Northwest Hong

Kong, with some running at various spots on the Hong Kong Island as well. It

was a very fulfilling day to do some healthy exercise for oneself and serving

the others as well!

Rotary Hong Kong Ultramarathon
Virtual Run

C O M M U N I T Y  S E R V I C E
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The 8-month project aims to support needed youth for a smooth transition to

independent life through providing subsidy on rent and being mentors to the

beneficiaries. In the second half of the year, apart from being a mentor to

provide advice on personal, study and career aspects, we involved the

beneficiary to do service together so that the Rotary spirit of service could be

spread and they could also contribute to the society, not just being a recipient.

We hope that the meaningful project can continue so that hope and

positiveness could be instilled to the youth community.

Break the Wave Program

C O M M U N I T Y  S E R V I C E
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As the pandemic situation became more stable in the first half of 2021, our

club was so happy that we could resume our physical service with the autistic

kids at Heep Hong Society Star Resources Centre on 27 March 2021. We spent

an enjoyable afternoon spreading the message of “protecting the

environment” through working with the kids to upcycle old t-shirts into tote

bags, building a solar-powered water pump together, and sharing on how to

protect the environment through the use of environmental-friendly utensils.

Service to kids at Heep Hong Society
Star Resources Centre

C O M M U N I T Y  S E R V I C E
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Rotary Club of Innovation Hong Kong continued to participate in the World

Autism Awareness Day and our members pledged to understand and accept

children with autism! You can learn more and support

through this link: https://www.heephong.org/autism-awareness-week-2021

You can visit our STAR+01 - Autism Awareness page through below QR Code

and we created a Kahoot! game for you to learn more about autism in a fun

way!

April 2 2021 – World Autism
Awareness Day

C O M M U N I T Y  S E R V I C E
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C O M M U N I T Y  S E R V I C E
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Green action at Aberdeen Country Park
Our club organised our first mini green action by hiking and picking up rubbish at

Aberdeen Country Park on 1 May 2021. Our members and family joined forces

to pick up rubbish along the trail and appreciated the occasional praises from the

public along the trail. We lost count of how many cigarette butts and toothpicks

we picked up and were amazed to find some items we thought would not be left

in the park! The experience just showed that there is still much to do to protect

our environment and keep Hong Kong clean.



Visit to Legoland Discovery Centre with
Autistic Kids
An enjoyable morning was spent with autistic kids from Heep Hong Society Star

Resources Centre on 12 June 2021. We visited the Legoland Discovery Centre

and together we explored different play areas inside the centre, with the kids

testing out their creativity through workshops and different fun tasks. Our

volunteers guided the kids to work in teams and to practice their communication

skills during activity time. We look forward to more services with autistic kids in

the coming Rotary year!

C O M M U N I T Y  S E R V I C E
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G U E S T  S P E A K E R S  A T

R E G U L A R   M E E T I N G

We were delighted to have Miss Monica Wu from Parsons Music Corporation

to give us an inspirational talk on “Equality in Music Education” on 26 January

2021. Monica shared with us how music education could be disseminated to

students via latest technology platform and to locations which previously

might not have the relevant resources in providing such lessons. The tools

could also help to enhance participants’ engagement and stimulate creativity.

With the latest technology, peace and music would be able to spread to

students across borders!

Miss Monica Wu
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To continue with the festive atmosphere of February, our club had chosen a

lighter but interesting topic to share at our regular meeting – Scottish Whisky

Appreciation! Our member William shared with us on 23 February 2021 some

vital background knowledge on Scottish Whisky. Despite not being able to smell

and taste Whisky in person as the meeting was held online due to the pandemic,

all could feel the passion of our speaker and admire his collection of whisky! We

look forward to a future fellowship event which we could continue our journey

of understanding whisky and to sample the collection together!

Mr William Wong

G U E S T  S P E A K E R S  

O N   R E G U L A R   M E E T I N G
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A joint club meeting was held with Rotary Clubs of Braemar

Hill, Hong Kong North Point and Kwun Tong on 18 March

2021. We were honoured to have Ms Jennifer Tan, CEO of

AlipayHK to share with us the topic of “eWallet for the

Greater Bay Area”. During the online meeting, Jennifer

shared with us about eWallet, the mission of AlipayHK and

the scope of the services that the app could do to provide

digital solutions to people. eWallet is now becoming part of

our daily lives in this region, and the trend of usage is growing.

In time of COVID-19, online gatherings/meetings have

become unavoidable. AlipayHK has also helped many Rotary

Clubs in Hong Kong to be able to continue collecting fees and

red box despite not able to have physical meetings. It was

enlightening to learn that AlipayHK can help businesses to

open opportunities in their operations, and for the

convenience of the general public in their daily lives.

Ms Jennifer Tan

G U E S T  S P E A K E R S  

O N   R E G U L A R   M E E T I N G
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We were honoured to have Dr Thomas Man, Associate Professor

from Hang Seng University of Hong Kong, to give us a talk on “A

Creative Problem Solving Approach to Entrepreneurship” on 23

March 2021, our first hybrid meeting of 2021 after many zoom

meetings.  Dr Man shared with us various techniques to inspire

creativity with examples to enhance the knowledge. Thinking out of

the box and understanding the needs of users could lead to creative

approaches in solving social issues. 

Dr Thomas Man

G U E S T  S P E A K E R S  

O N   R E G U L A R   M E E T I N G
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We were happy to welcome back our honorary member Mr Michael Yung,

Head of Digital Product and Technology of Asia Miles, to speak with us on

the topic of “Customer Engagement with Loyalty Programme” on 27 April

2021. Michael’s talk on digital marketing was very interesting and the use of

daily life examples made it easily understandable on the specialized

knowledge. A very enjoyable evening indeed!

Mr Michael Yung

G U E S T  S P E A K E R S  

O N   R E G U L A R   M E E T I N G
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Following the talk by PDG Eugene Fong in November 2020, part 2 of the talk on

“The Future of Youth” was completed on 14 May 2021 in which PDG Eugene

gave us a preview of the survey data for the HK Youth Sustainability Summit

2021. We were honoured also to hear the sharing from RAGFP Chair Alison

Sutherland and RAGFP Marsha Hunt on their work on peace with various

parties. Many thanks for all the participants and their contributions – through

listening and showing respect to others, we can start practising non-violent

communication and instilling positiveness in our lives and others, in aim of

achieving world peace.

PDG Eugene Fong, RAGFP Chair Alison
Sutherland, RAGFP Marsha Hunt 

G U E S T  S P E A K E R S  

O N   R E G U L A R   M E E T I N G
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PDG Eric shared with us a very

interesting talk on his Tai Chi

learning journey on 25 May

2021. A mini workshop of Tai

Chi was also conducted to the

participants. We learned some

basic moves from the multi-

talented PDG and the actions

certainly inspired us to think

about our health and how Tai

Chi could play a part in

improving our personal mind

and body.

PDG CP Dr Eric Chin 

G U E S T  S P E A K E R S  

O N   R E G U L A R   M E E T I N G
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For the last meeting of this Rotary year, on 23 June 2021, our club has the

honour to invite Mr Eric Leung, General Manager of New Zealand Quality

Waters Ltd. and Executive Director of NZO International Ltd., to share with us

his knowledge about Water and how water can help to improve our health. It

was also a happy evening to reunite with some dear friends from Rotaract

era.Time flies but good friendship last, and we look forward to the new year

with hope and inspiration!  

Mr Eric Leung

G U E S T  S P E A K E R S  

O N   R E G U L A R   M E E T I N G
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F E L L O W S H I P  E V E N T
Music Box making 

Our first fellowship event on 2021 was held online on 23 January 2021 in

observing the social distancing rules. Trying to explore the arts & craft talent of

our members, some of us braved ourselves to make music box online and

chitchat together.There are definitely some real talents in our group as some

did the task efficiently and beautifully! 
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Under the pandemic situation, our club had an online Chinese New Year (CNY)

gathering on 15 February 2021 to celebrate the Year of the Ox. Despite unable

to carry on with our club tradition of celebrating CNY via a dim sum lunch, we

still had a great time fun chitchatting with each other and concluded by a mini

lai-see lucky draw. We all hope that next year we could resume the physical dim

sum lunch in a safe environment.

F E L L O W S H I P  E V E N T

Chinese New Year gathering 
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A Spring time fellowship activity

brought our members, families and

friends to the outlying island of Tung

Lung Chau on 18 April 2021. DS

Alexander Cheung, an Archaeologist

by profession, guided us to visit

various historical sites on the island

including the Tung Lung Fort and the

ancient rock carvings. The beautiful

scenery was amazing! It was nice to

have a breath of fresh air and exercise

through hiking, and also got to learn

about history of Tung Lung Chau at the

same time! Thank you very much to DS

Alexander for the wonderful

arrangement and we hope can do that

again some other time!

F E L L O W S H I P  E V E N T

Archaeological Visit to Tung Lung
Chau 
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The last fellowship activity of this Rotary year was held on 27 June 2021 which

required our participants to be innovative as we were taught to create our own

neon light display in an arts & crafts workshop.Lots of fun and laughter and deep

concentration but the results brought satisfaction and smiles on everyone’s

faces. A well-deserved happy hour gathering after the workshop to celebrate a

fruitful year of Rotary Opens Opportunities! Thank you all for your support in

this challenging year!

F E L L O W S H I P  E V E N T
Neon Light Workshop and happy
hour
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27 Jul 2021

24 Aug 2021

10 Sept 2021 

 24Jul 2021

28 Aug 2021 

18 Sep 2021

P Dr. Gabriel Wong 

"How to Stay Informed in

the COVID-19 Pandemic"

Ms Nancy Chui

"10 Reasons to Love

Poland"

DG Keith Chow

"DG Visit"

District Membership

Seminar

District Learning and

Development Academy

District Public Image

Seminar

Regular Club Meetings
Every 4th Tuesday 7:00pm

 info@RotaryInnovation.org

 P.O. Box 7249, General Post Office

  www.RotaryInnovation.org 

 www.facebook.com/RotaryInnovation

Fellowship Events

Regular Meetings District Events

Service Events

U P C O M I N G  E V E N T S

www.instagram.com/RotaryInnovation

Every 2nd Fri (or a day in the 2nd

week)  in various places

12-13/F, On Lok Yuen Building, 25 Des

Voeux Road Central, Central, Hong Kong 

LINGNAN CLUB

Serve To Change Lives
Rotary International Theme 2021-2022

"This Rotary year we are encouraged to serve to

change lives. Literacy programmes; school

feeding programmes; end polio now; foodbanks;

water aid; shoe aid; supporting vaccination

centres; provision of PPE; exchange programmes

for youngsters - the list goes on and on." 

   21 Jul 2021

 18 Aug 2021

15 Sept 2021

       Sept 2021

Happy Hour gathering

Happy Hour gathering

Happy Hour gathering

Housewarming party 

 and BBQ

 22 Aug 2021

25 Sept 2021

Blood Donation Day

Educational visit with

Heep Hong autistic kids

http://www.rotaryinnovation.org/home-3/about-us/contact-us/
http://www.rotaryinnovation.org/
http://www.facebook.com/RotaryInnovation
http://www.instagram.com/RotaryInnovation

